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As a cost effective learning, word based zero-shot semantic segmentation (w-ZSSS) ap-
proaches are proposed, which recognizes an unseen target class only with a word vector
and without a supporting image. The expressiveness of w-ZSSS is limited because their
class representation of a novel class is constant. Tackling w-ZSSS, we propose a Spatial
and Multi-scale aware Visual Class Embedding Network (SM-VCENet) for zero-shot se-
mantic segmentation. SM-VCENet generates visual class embedding of an unseen class by
transferring visual context knowledge on the query image, resulting domain-aware class
representation. SM-VCENet enriches visual information of visual class embedding by in-
corporating multi-scale attention and spatial attention. Our SM-VCENet outperforms the
state-of-the-art with a noticeable margin on the PASCAL and COCO test sets. We also pro-
pose a novel benchmark (PASCAL2COCO) for zero-shot semantic segmentation, which
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By the advent of convolutional neural networks, previous methodologies for semantic segmenta-
tion have achieved super-human accuracy [1–5] and speed [6–10] on the benchmarks such as MS
COCO [11] and PASCAL VOC [12]. However, aforementioned methods are impractical in the real-
world because they require expensive costs for annotation of large-scale dataset and fail to predict a
novel class that is unseen during the training phase. Overcoming them, the proposed Zero-Shot and
Few-Shot Semantic Segmentation (ZSSS and FSSS respectively) approaches materialize class repre-
sentative embedding of an unseen target class (hereinafter, class embedding) with zero or few number
of target class image(s) and recognize the novel class by comparing the class embedding and query im-
age feature (shown in Figure 1.1 (c) and (d)). In detail, the recently proposed word vector based ZSSS
(w-ZSSS) approaches [13–15] materialize the class embedding of a novel class with word vector, such
as GloVe [16] that covers any class name and contains semantic information in language domain, while
FSSS approaches [17–22] generate the class embedding from a few number of target class images.
Zero-shot learning approaches proposed to use a word vector for the class embedding, but no one
showed why we can use a word vector for an image recognition task. The recently proposed w-ZSSS
approaches (Kato et al. [14] and Yongqin and Subhabrata et al. [15]) even assumed the knowledge
distributions of language and vision are the same, directly using the word vector as the class embedding.
In contrast, we hypothesized the two distributions are different, so we can solve the recognition problem
better with only visual domain knowledge and without language domain knowledge.
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Figure 1.1: Zero-shot(few-shot) semantic segmentation approaches abstractions. Domain-aware means
that the class embedding implies the query image distribution. MA & SA in (a) refers multi-scale atten-
tion and spatial attention. (a) Our proposed Visual Class Embedding is originated from the query image,
so domain-aware. (d) Assuming the supporting images in the few-shot semantic segmentation follow the
same distribution of the query image, the class embedding is domain-aware. (c) Word vector oriented
class embedding is constant once trained and not flexible with respect to the domain distribution (domain
agnostic).
In this paper, first, we present Spatial & Multi-scale aware Visual Class Embedding Network (SM-
VCENet). Our SM-VCENet generates domain-aware class embedding by transferring ImageNet [23]
pretrained knowledge on the query image without any side information such as the word vector in
w-ZSSS. SM-VCENet also incorporate spatial attention and multi-scale attention to classify pixels of
multi-scaled and complex-structured objects. On the other hand, the class embedding in w-ZSSS ap-
proaches have limitations in the domain-awareness [24] and the representation of visual information.
Compared to FSSS which generates the class embedding with supporting images that share the same
distribution of the query image, w-ZSSS approaches have presented constant, domain-agnostic class
embedding, depending only on the fixed word vector. Word vector originated class embedding cannot
include any visual information such as multi-scale and spatial information. In contrast, our SM-VCENet
preserves the query image domain information and enriches visual (spatial and multi-scale) information.
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Moreover, we present a novel challenging benchmark (PASCAL2COCO) for ZSSS, containing
domain adaptation problem and including multiple and complex objects in a noisy background. Previous
ZSSS work [14] evaluated its performance on PASCAL-5i [25] FSSS benchmark, where the unseen
classes are in the same domain and most images contain a large single object. Our PASCAL2COCO
benchmark can evaluate generalization ability by conducting domain adaptation in the different domain
and contains more challenging samples, including multi-scaled multiple objects and complex objects in
noisy backgrounds.
Our contributions.
1. We propose domain-aware SM-VCENet that achieves remarkable robustness in generalization for
ZSSS, tackling domain-agnostic class embedding in w-ZSSS.
2. We show that our SM-VCENet generates class embedding capturing multi-scale and spatial in-
formation to recognize multi-scaled or complex objects in noisy backgrounds.
3. We first present ZSSS domain adaptation benchmark, in which a model is trained on PASCAL-5i
and evaluated on both PASCAL-5i and COCO-20i test set. In a sense that generalization is the






Semantic segmentation requires multi-scale and spatial information understanding. In order to grasp
multi-scale information, multi-scaled feature extraction and aggregation approaches [1, 26, 27] have
been researched. Lowe [26] proposed scale-invariant feature transform (SIFT) that extracts a feature
from multi-scaled images via Difference of Gaussian. Motivated, He et al. [27] and Zhao et al. [1] ap-
plied multi-scale feature extraction for modern deep convolutional neural networks(DCNNs). Spatial
information understanding, including localization [28, 29] and global context information [30, 31], for
DCNNs has been proposed. Long and Shelhamer et al.(FCN) [28] secured localization features by re-
ducing resolution deductions in DCNNs. Further, Wang et al.(HRNet) [29] dramatically reduced the
deduction by high-resolution convolutions, tackling the neighborhood constrained characteristic of con-
volution operation. Zhao and Zhang et al.(PSANet) [30] proposed point-wise spatial attention to relax
the local neighborhood constraint. Recently, the nonlocal operation based networks [31–33] have been
proposed to grap global context of features by enlarging the receptive field. Wang et al.(NNN) [31] first
proposed the non-local operation that captures long-range dependencies by computing a output pixel
value from weighted summation of all input feature values. Moreover, asymmetric [33] and compact-
generalized [32] non-local network decreased complexity computation for the matrix multiplication by
proposing asymmetric matrix dimension and compact representation for multiple kernels. In this work,
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we adopted multi-scale feature extraction and non-local block [31] for multi-scale and spatial informa-
tion aware class embedding.
2.2 Zero-(Few-)Shot Semantic Segmentation
Shown in the Figure 1.1, ZSSS and FSSS approaches share the framework, consisting of two major
components: (1) class embedding generation (the class branch in Figure 1.1), and (2) class comparison
between the segmentation feature and the class embedding.
First, FSSS [17, 18] and ZSSS [13, 14] approaches worked on generating expressive class embed-
ding. Making class embedding to contain meaningful visual information in FSSS, Liu and Zhang et
al.(PPNet) [17] proposed part-aware class embedding grouped by super pixel by SLIC [34]. In addition,
Zhang et al.(PGNet) [18] proposed attention masked pooling. On the other hand, ZSSS that has no sup-
porting visual source generates class embedding with language context knowledge, word vector. Bucher
et al. [13] proposed ZS3Net that learns to generate synthetic features with word2vec and visual feature.
Kato et al. [14] proposed ZSVM that maps the word vector into visual semantic space by variational
sampling.
Second, comparing the class embedding and the segmentation feature is actively studied in FSSS [19–
22] and ZSSS [15]. In FSSS, Siam et al.(AMP) [21] showed adaptively weighted classifier with the la-
bel masked pooling on support images. Liu et al.(CRNet) [19] and Wang et al.(PANet) [35] proposed
query-support symmetric branch methods that mutually learn from both query image and support image.
Zhang et al.(CANet) [20] presented the pixel-wise comparison framework with iterative optimization.
Nguyen and Todorovic [22] proposed guided ensemble inference in the multi-shot setting. In the ZSSS
setting, class comparison can be conducted by the same way as FSSS [14] or Xian and Choudhury et
al.(SPNet) [15] proposed semantic projection, using the word vector as classifier weight directly.
In this work, we introduce a novel approach to generate class embedding even without side informa-
tion such as the word vector in the ZSSS setting.
In addition, there is a meta-learning zero-shot domain adaptation work [36], requiring source domain
and target domain samples. In contrast, our domain adaptation task does not require a target domain




The goal of zero-shot semantic segmentation is to perform segmentation on a novel class that is
unseen during the training phase. Here, we define the set of classes for training Ctrain and test Ctest.
From the global classes Cglobal = {c1, c2, ..., c∞} that includes every class in the real-world, there are n
training classes Ctrain = {c1, c2, ..., cn} and m target classes for test Ctest = {cn+1, cn+2, ..., cn+m}.
Note that there is no intersecting class between the training classes and the test classes Ctest∩Ctrain = ∅.
3.1 ZSSS using word vector.
Recent zero-shot semantic segmentation methods [14,15] utilizes word vectors for side information
to generate class embedding. In the ZSSS setting using the word vector, the test set Stestword contains tuples
of query image and the corresponding word vector. The training set Strainword consists of query image, label
and corresponding word vector. Thus, the two sets Strainword , S
test
word are defined as follows:
Strainword = {(Itraini ,Ltraini ,W traini )}N
train
i=1
Stestword = {(Itestj ,W testj )}N
test
j=1
where N train and N test are the number of train and test samples, I ∈ RC×H×W is an image when
C,H,W are the image RGB channels, height and width, Lsi ∈ {0, 1}H×W is the label and W si is the
word vector of the class of the image Isi for s ∈ {train, test}.
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3.2 ZSSS via Visual Class Embedding
In our proposed ZSSS via VCE setting, the training set StrainV CE and the test set S
test
V CE exclude the
word vector W as we generate the class embedding from the query image with ImageNet pretrained
knowledge. The train set StrainV CE and the test set S
test
V CE for our ZSSS via VCE setting are defined as
follows:
StrainV CE = {(Itraini ,Ltraini )}
Ntrain
i=1
StestV CE = {(Itestj )}
Ntest
j=1
Given such datasets, our task is to segment an image I into a mask M ∈ {0, 1}H×W , meaning if a pixel




Figure 4.1: The overview of the proposed SM-VCENet, which consists of three parts: feature extrac-
tor, class and segmentation branches in parallel, and class comparison module. The feature extractor
is shared for both the class branch and the segmentation branch. The details of the class branch are
described in Figure 4.2.
In this section, we describe our motivation and the overall architecture of SM-VCENet.
4.1 Visual Class Embedding (VCE) Motivation
For predicting an unseen class, we need a class representative expression (class embedding) as we
cannot have a classifier that solves the regression problem that if the query feature belongs to the unseen
class. The class embedding can be in the form of constant vector, as a word is expressed in the form a
18
Figure 4.2: Multi-scale attention (MA) module and spatial attention (SA) module overview. The final
output feature map from the modules has the same shape as the input feature. MA global average pools
the input feature with various pooling rate and concatenates them. SA compresses the concatenated
feature with convolution layers, then grasps spatial information by the non-local block.
vector from the word vector language model [16]. However the prior works [13–15] assumed the lingual
knowledge can be directly used in the visual task, we think the two knowledge must form different distri-
bution. Thus, instead, we propose to use ImageNet [23] pretrained knowledge for the class embedding.
Shown in the Figure 1.1 (b), the well known image classification task is based on the class embedding
generation by ResNet [37] and VGGNet [38]. Our proposed Visual Class Embedding (VCE) is from
the query image with ImageNet pretrained networks. By freezing the pretrained backbone network, we
preserve the visual domain knowledge.
While the class embedding from supporting images of FSSS are visual that includes visual knowl-
edge (e.g.topological, spatial and scale information), the class embedding from the w-ZSSS approaches
cannot contain such visual knowledge as a word vector cannot imply them. At the best of our knowledge,
we are the first proposing visual knowledge oriented class embedding for zero-shot learning. Maximiz-
ing the advantages of visual knowledge, we propose multi-scale attention and spatial attention modules
for visual class embedding.
4.2 Overall Architecture of SM-VCENet
SM-VCENet consists of three main parts: a feature extractor, class and segmentation branches, and
class comparison module (CCM). Figure 4.1 illustrates the overall architecture of SM-VCENet. We use
ImageNet-pretrained ResNet50 to extract the query image feature Fquery. The class branch generates
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visual class embedding(VCE). CCM conducts semantic segmentation by comparing Fquery and VCE in
pixel level with three residual blocks and ASPP [2].
We extract the query image feature by ImageNet pretrained ResNet50 [37] without updating the
parameters. Given a set of ResNet blocks {B1,B2,B3 and B4}, the corresponding features F1,F2 and
F3 are extracted from the RGB query image X ∈ R3×Hinput×Winput as follows: Fi = Bi(Fi−1) where
i ∈ 2, 3, 4 and F1 = B1(X) where Hinput, and Winput are the input image height, and width. Inspired by
the previous study [20] of an output feature from ResNet [37] backbone network for FSSS, we compute
the query features Fquery for the segmentation branch by concatenating features F2 and F3, and the input
of class branch from B4:
Iclass = B4(F2 ⊕ F3) (IV.1)
Fquery = f(F2 ⊕ F3) (IV.2)
where f is the 3× 3 convolution operation.
4.2.1 Class branch
The class branch creates class embedding that contains both spatial information and multiple size
of compressed features for predicting multi-scale objects throughout two modules: multi-scale attention
(MA) module and spatial attention (SA) module. Figure 4.2 represents the overall operations for MA
and SA.
Multi-scale attention module extracts implicit information of features of various sizes through pool-
ing with multiple ratios. Inspired by PSPNet [1], we adopt the early stage of pyramid spatial pooling
module to compact multi-scaled information. Given an input Iclass ∈ RC×H×W , let pc,i,j ∈ Iclass the
each pixel value where the c, i, j represent the position of it in the three-dimensional input feature. MA
compresses it by the pooling with pooling ratio of (1, 2, 3, 6). Each feature maps pooled with PR pooling
ratio divide the H ×W size feature map into the PR2 number of regions and extract one representative









where number of regions NR = H×W
PR2
and 0 < i, j < PR. Then we have PR2 sized of two-
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PPM with the pooling ratios in (1,
2, 3, 6). Note that each pc,i,j in FPRPPM represents the distinct compressed information of input feature
map which helps the model to predict multi-scaled objects. Therefore, MA module considers totally
1 × 1 + 2 × 2 + 3 × 3 + 6 × 6 = 50 number of compressed information from multi-scaled features.
We expand all the outputs, FiPPM ∈ RC×PR×PR, i ∈ 1, 2, 3, 6 to the OiPPM ∈ RC×H×W where
i ∈ 1, 2, 3, 6. We concatenate them with the input feature Iclass. Therefore, we have the final output of
multi-scale attention module as follows:






PPM , Iclass) (IV.5)
Spatial Attention (SA) module uses the MA output that combines feature information of different
sizes to interlink dependencies of each multi-scaled information. Spatial attention module calculates
related information of those having spatial information of different sizes through non-local [31] opera-
tions. Compressor in spatial attention module first compressed OM ∈ R5C×H×W to the dimension of
C/2 × H ×W for the effective non-local operations by two stages of convolution. For the first stage,
we decrease the channel of feature from 5C to C. We separate the output of the first stage into three
branches and compute convolutions for each features with distinct weight matrices. To do the matrix
multiplication between the three-dimensional features in order to connect dense relationships, we first
view the dimension of each input from C × H ×W into C × N where N = H ×W . We multiply
the feature FA ∈ RC×N and transposed feature FB ∈ RN×C to output FD. The second multiplication
output FM is computed by the softmax output of FD and FC . Note that all features in the non-local
operation (FA, FB , FC , FD, and output FM ) represent the condensed multi-scale information of feature.
Therefore, two multiplications of each feature strengthen connections for global context between multi-
scale information. We recover the reduced channel of FM from C/2 to the C. The final output of Spatial
non-local block is the concatenation of OM and FM as follows: ESMV CE = Concat(FM , f(OM ))
4.2.2 Class comparison module (CCM)
CCM performs semantic segmentation by comparing the class embedding ESMV CE and the query
feature Fquery, acting like the segmentation decoder in [2]. Given the two features, it concatenates all
the vectors in pixel-wise, which preserves the mutual location information. For efficient implementation,
we reduce the number of the channel of the concatenated feature from 256 + C to 256 with a 1 × 1
convolution layer. Next, CCM solves a regression problem that if a feature vector of a pixel of Fquery
belongs to the same class. With the following three sequential basic residual blocks [37] where a residual
block consists of two 3× 3 convolutional layers with skip connection, CCM compares the two features.
Finally, after ASPP [2], CCM results a predicted binary mask M ∈ {0, 1}Hinput×Winput .
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Note that each convolutional layers in CCM are followed by ReLU activation function without batch
normalization [39]. However, in zero-(few-)shot learning setting where each sample of a mini-batch may
have a different target class, the layers from different batches may have different distribution expressing
their own target class. Thus, normalizing a layer with respect to batch smooths the expressiveness of the




In this section, we demonstrate three zero-shot semantic segmentation experiments on the public
benchmarks PASCAL VOC 2012 (PASCAL-5i) [12] and MSCOCO 2017 (COCO-20i) [11]. First, we
trained models on the PASCAL training set and evaluate on the PASCAL test set to show recognition
performances on the train domain. Second, we tested the PASCAL-trained models on the COCO test set
to see generalization ability and spatial & multi-scale understanding of the models. Lastly, we conducted
ablation studies about spatial attention and multi-scale attention.
5.1 Implementation Details
All experiments are conducted with PyTorch [40] framework, following the settings in [14, 20]. We
employ the mean of cross entropy loss over all spatial locations in the output feature map. Models are
optimized by Stochastic Gradient Descent (SGD) with mini-batches optimizer through 200 epochs on
PASCAL-5i train set. We set the initial learning rate to 0.0025, momentum as 0.9 and weight decay as
0.0005. All baselines and our SM-VCENet share ResNet50 [37] backbone.
5.1.1 Word vector
We used 300-dimensional word embedding vectors of GloVe [16] pretrained on Common Crawl
with 840B tokens. Following ZSSS settings [14,15], for the word embeddings of the classes expressed in
multiple words in both PASCAL-5i and COCO-20i classes, we averaged the word vectors (word vectors
23
Figure 5.1: Qualitative comparisons of zero-shot semantic segmentation on PASCAL VOC 2012 and
MS COCO 2017 test sets. GT denotes ground truth. We highlighted the strengths of our SM-VCENet:
multi-scale understanding(light green), spatial understanding(yellow) and generalization(blue).
of "potted plant" and "tv/monitor" are the mean vector of each word in the label name) or simplified
label name ("dinningtable" as "table").
5.1.2 Baselines
We set three baselines Baseline-DeepLab, WordNet-A and WordNet-B. Baseline-DeepLab is the
same model as [2], which is designed for fully-supervised semantic segmentation. WordNet-A and
WordNet-B are our re-implementation of w-ZSSS [14, 15], respectively, with Baseline-DeepLab back-
bone. Our reimplemented baselines are validated in Table 5.2, outperforming state-of-the-art approaches
in PASCAL-5i test set.
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5.1.3 Evaluation metric






FN + TP + FP
(V.1)
where GT, Pred, TP, FP, and FN are groud truth, prediction, true positive, false positive, and false
negative, respectively. Note that all accuracy in our experiments are expressed in mIoU.
5.2 PASCAL-5i (Trained domain)
The PASCAL-5i [25] dataset is composed of images from PASCAL VOC 2012 [12] and additional
annotations from SDS [41]. It has 41,040 training images and 4,000 test images. Shown in Table 5.1, It
consists of four sub-datasets, dividing the 20 object classes in PASCAL. Each sub-dataset contains 15
training (seen) classes 5 test (unseen) classes. In order to directly compare ZSSS approaches to FSSS
Dataset Unseen classes
PASCAL-50 aeroplane, bicycle, bird, boat, bottle
PASCAL-51 bus, car, cat, chair, cow
PASCAL-52 diningtable, dog, horse, motorbike, person
PASCAL-53 potted plant, sheep, sofa, train, tv/monitor
Table 5.1: Unseen classes for a four split cross-validation test on PASCAL-5i dataset
approaches, we followed the same PASCAL-5i FSSS setting [17,18,20,21,35] without using the paired
supporting image.
5.2.1 Quantitative results
In Table 5.2, we provide fair comparisons between our SM-VCENet, the baselines, a ZSSS SOTA
(ZSVM [14]) and one-shot semantic segmentation (OSSS) approaches [17, 18, 20, 21, 35]. Our imple-
mentations including SM-VCENet, WordNet-A and WordNet-B outperform the ZSSS SOTA (ZSVM)
with about 10% relative margin in mIoU accuracy and achieve higher accuracy than an OSSS approach
(Siam et al., 2019 (AMP) [21]). Even further, WordNet-B achieves 51.0% mIoU which is the highest
accuracy in ZSSS on PASCAL-5i benchmark, reaching close to 56.0% mIoU score of OSSS SOTA
(PGNet [18]).
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Methods Shot Word P-50 P-51 P-52 P-53 mIoU
Baseline-DeepLab 0 36.5 47.9 39.8 30.3 38.6
ZSVM [14] 0 X 39.6 52.6 41.0 35.6 42.2
AMP-1 [21] 1 37.4 50.9 46.5 34.8 42.4
AMP-2 [21] 1 41.9 50.2 46.7 34.7 43.4
WordNet-A 0 X 48.1 60.7 37.5 38.9 46.3
SM-VCENet 0 48.1 54.2 43.1 40.2 46.5
PANet [35] 1 42.3 58.0 51.1 41.2 48.1
WordNet-B 0 X 49.6 66.3 46.3 41.7 51.0
PPNet [17] 1 52.7 62.8 57.4 47.7 55.2
CANet [20] 1 52.5 65.9 51.3 51.9 55.4
PGNet [18] 1 56.0 66.9 50.6 50.4 56.0
Table 5.2: Performance comparison of zero-shot and one-shot approaches on PASCAL-5i test set. Shot
denote the number of support image. The ’Word’ column remarks if word-vector is supported. P-5i
denotes PASCAL-5i test set.
5.2.2 Qualitative results
Figure 5.1 qualitatively compares the performances of SM-VCENet and baselines with PASCAL test
set images. We prepared the three PASCAL-representative examples containing: single and large (the
first column, big bird), single and small (the second column, small bird), and single and delicate (the
third column, bicycle) object. While baseline-DeepLab works only on single and large case, both SM-
VCENet and WordNet-A&B work well on the two bird cases, showing multi-scale awareness. However,
for the bicycle sample, only our SM-VCENet recognize the fine wheel of the bike.
5.3 COCO-20i (Target domain)
COCO-20i consists of 12,468 test images from MS COCO 2017 [11] with 80 classes. Compared to
the COCO-20i setting in FSSS that requires pairing (supporting image-query image) and evaluates each
test images more than once, our COCO-20i setting for ZSSS evaluate every test images only once as the
pairing is not necessary. We conducted four sub-datasets with 60 train classes and 20 test classes. We
followed the same class splits of the sub-datasets from [22, 35]. (see Table 5.3).
5.3.1 Motivation
We present a unified ZSSS benchmark (PASCAL2COCO) with two advantages: it contains the do-
main adaptation (generalization) problem; it has challenging samples including multi-scaled multiple
objects and complex objects in noisy backgrounds. First, existing ZSSS benchmarks [13,15] cannot eval-
uate generalization ability as they train and test set on the same domain. However, in ZSSS setting where
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COCO-200 COCO-201 COCO-202 COCO-203
1 Person 2 Bicycle 3 Car 4 Motorcycle
5 Airplane 6 Bus 7 Train 8 Truck
9 Boat 10 T.light 11 Fire H. 12 Stop
13 Park meter 14 Bench 15 Bird 16 Cat
17 Dog 18 Horse 19 Sheep 20 Cow
21 Elephant 22 Bear 23 Zebra 24 Giraffe
25 Backpack 26 Umbrella 27 Handbag 28 Tie
29 Suitcase 30 Frisbee 31 Skis 32 Snowboard
33 Sports ball 34 Kite 35 B.bat 36 B. glove
37 Skateboard 38 Surfboard 39 T. racket 40 Bottle
41 W. glass 42 Cup 43 Fork 44 Knife
45 Spoon 46 Bowl 47 Banana 48 Apple
49 Sandwich 50 Orange 51 Broccoli 52 Carrot
53 Hot dog 54 Pizza 55 Donut 56 Cake
57 Chair 58 Couch 59 P. plant 60 Bed
61 D. table 62 Toilet 63 TV 64 Laptop
65 Mouse 66 Remote 67 Keyboard 68 Cellphone
69 Microwave 70 Oven 71 Toaster 72 Sink
73 Fridge 74 Book 75 Clock 76 Vase
77 Scissors 78 Teddy 79 Hairdrier 80 Toothbrush
Table 5.3: COCO-20i category splits. For the i-th fold, the images of the 20 classes of the i-th split are
used for evaluation, and the other images of the other splits are used for training.
no target domain information is given, measuring generalization ability is important. By conducting do-
main adaptation (from PASCAL to COCO), PASCAL2COCO benchmark can measure generalization
ability. Second, tackling the difficulty of PASCAL-5i dataset where almost images contain a single
object occupying a large area, we propose to evaluate on the COCO-20i dataset. COCO-20i is more
challenging dataset for ZSSS evaluation than PASCAL-5i with the following two reasons: it contains 80
classes that is four times than which of PASCAL-5i; it is a real-world scene containing different sized
multiple objects (including small objects) in a single image or complex objects in noisy background.
5.3.2 Quantitative results
Table 5.4 shows performance comparisons between our SM-VCENet and the w-ZSSS approaches
on PASCAL2COCO. We trained all models on the PASCAL-5i splits i ∈ {0, 1, 2, 3}. We measured the
accuracy of the models in the same domain of trained domain, PASCAL-5i, and the different domain,
COCO-20i. WordNet-A&B and SM-VCENet achieve higher performance than Baseline-DeepLab in
PASCAL-5i test set. However, in the COCO-20i test set, only SM-VCENet (41.34%) steadily outper-
form the baseline-DeepLab (30.53%). Although WordNet-A and WordNet-B achieve superior scores on
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PASCAL-5i COCO-20i
Models Trained Word mIoU Average COCO-200 COCO-201 COCO-202 COCO-203 mIoU Average
PASCAL-50 36.49 33.32 30.34 25.30 31.85 30.20
Baseline-DeepLab PASCAL-51 47.85 38.59 34.81 32.51 25.92 32.16 31.35 30.53
PASCAL-52 39.75 (100%) 33.64 34.29 25.39 33.02 31.59 (100%)
PASCAL-53 30.28 31.88 31.74 22.68 29.56 28.97
PASCAL-50 X 48.07 26.61 23.14 22.92 24.79 24.37
WordNet-A PASCAL-51 X 60.73 46.32 30.13 29.55 23.45 22.23 26.34 24.51
PASCAL-52 X 37.54 (120.0%) 21.12 24.43 25.64 23.33 23.63 (80.3%)
PASCAL-53 X 38.92 26.57 22.07 20.99 25.23 23.72
PASCAL-50 X 49.62 40.94 36.08 30.44 32.09 34.89
WordNet-B PASCAL-51 X 66.26 50.95 34.54 31.88 26.82 27.76 30.25 31.65
PASCAL-52 X 46.28 (132.0%) 37.00 37.90 33.07 30.64 34.65 (103.7%)
PASCAL-53 X 41.65 35.34 23.72 22.69 25.56 26.83
PASCAL-50 48.09 37.60 39.25 39.92 41.81 39.65
SM-VCENet PASCAL-51 54.21 46.51 42.69 45.69 40.44 42.77 42.89 41.34
PASCAL-52 43.12 (120.5%) 39.78 41.08 38.16 45.59 41.15 (135.4%)
PASCAL-53 40.62 39.70 45.07 38.80 43.12 41.67
Table 5.4: Zero-shot semantic segmentation performances including domain adaptation. Average col-
umn presents average mIoU score. % notation below the average mIoU score denotes the percentage
score over the baseline-DeepLab. Models are trained on PASCAL-5i and tested on both PASCAL-5i
and COCO-20i test sets. Word column denotes if word vector is used for class embedding generation.
the PASCAL-5i, their scores (24.51% and 31.65%) in COCO-20i are below or slightly better than the
baseline. In conclusion, (1) our SM-VCENet steadily outperforms the baseline in both the trained do-
main and the target domain, recognizing a novel class better; (2) w-ZSSS are overfit to the train domain
because they failed to generalize and could not recognize an unseen class, performing similar to or less
than the baseline.
5.3.3 Qualitative results
Figure 5.1 contains three challenging cases: one (the fourth and the fifth column), multiple objects
in different scales; two (the sixth column), complex object in a noisy background; three (the seventh and
the eighth column), unseen but simple to generalize objects.
Multi-scale Attention Shown in the fourth column and fifth column in Figure 5.1, only SM-VCENet
accurately recognizes multi-scale multiple objects in a single image. Compared to the PASCAL-5i
dataset, COCO-20i includes multiple objects appearing in various scale in an image. SM-VCENet rec-
ognizes the objects precisely through multi-scale attention module. Performing worse than the baseline-
DeepLab, w-ZSSS approaches fail to classify multiple or multi-scale objects.
Spatial Attention The sixth column shows the example in which the appearance of the truck is very
similar to the road and the trees nearby. Only SM-VCENet accurately predicts the segmentation labels
for the truck in noisy background. WordNet series that lack spatial understanding fail in predicting the
complex object with noisy background which requires understanding the global context.
Generalization The seventh and the eighth column in Figure 5.1 are about simple examples of ’per-
son’ and ’bear’ categories. ’Person’ category is included in the training classes, but the ’bear’ class is not
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included. SM-VCENet predicts the seen but different domain (background) and the unseen but simple
cases clearly. However the both w-ZSSS approaches fail to recognize even the seen class person during
training neither the unseen but simple bear case. either trained class or not, meaning w-ZSSS approaches
cause to overfit to the trained domain.
5.4 Ablation Study for Multi-Scale and Spatial Attention
Table 5.5 represents the efficiency of multi-scale attention and spatial attention. VCENet refers to a
model with the visual class branch using global average pooling instead of multi-scale attention. The M
and S columns of the table represent the presence of multi-scale attention and spatial attention modules,
respectively. On the PASCAL-5i test set (trained domain), MA and SA improve the accuracy from
45.01% to 45.77% and 46.51%, each time when MA and SA are added to the VCENet. On the COCO-
20i test set (target domain), the accuracy of M-VCENet and SM-VCENet is increased from 34.43% to
40.81% and 41.34%, showing equally high accuracy in the unseen domain, COCO-20i. Figure 5.2 shows
the qualitative results of the ablation study from COCO-20i test set image. Compared to VCENet, multi-
scale attention module (M-VCENet) recognizes the target class in various sizes better. Furthermore,
SM-VCENet recognizes, which includes spatial attention module, achieves higher accuracy and clear
prediction.
M S P-mIOU C-mIOU
Baseline-Deeplab 38.59 30.53
VCENet 45.01 34.43
M-VCENet X 45.77 40.81
SM-VCENet X X 46.51 41.34
Table 5.5: Ablation study for the multi-scale and spatial attention module.
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Figure 5.2: Ablation study about multi-scale attention module and spatial attention module. GT de-
notes the ground truth. VCENet is the visual class branch included DeepLab. M-VCENet is multi-scale





Fully supervised semantic segmentation methodologies using large-scale dataset have made rapid
progress. However, such methods burden expensive labeling cost of the large data. To solve it, recent
zero-shot semantic segmentation approaches are proposed, which is to recognize any unseen class. In
this paper, we propose SM-VCENet for zero-shot semantic segmentation that achieves domain-aware
visual class embedding from the ImageNet pretrained knowledge and the query image, tackling the
domain-agnostic class embedding of w-ZSSS that is constrained to the language-based word vector. Our
SM-VCENet achieves significant robustness in generalization and performance on challenging visual
scene understanding while w-ZSSS fails. Moverover, multi-scale and spatial attention modules in our
model enable to predict multi-scaled multiple objects in the scenes and complex objects in a noisy
background. Lastly, to evaluate the generalization ability and performance on the more challenging
scens in the real-world, we proposed the novel benchmark (PASCAL2COCO).
In the future, the knowledge distribution gap between the vision field and the language field should
be researched if one wants to utilize the lingual knowledge for a visual task in practice.
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